A B S TRA CT

The cryptocurrency and decentralized finance landscape has burgeoned with a
lot of meme tokens over the past few months, some with a few use cases and
some created just for the meme of it. Most of these tokens tend to be a joke as
they are basically created to be, beginning with their aims and visions. DogeCoin,
a cryptocurrency started as a joke, has gained a lot of traction since one of the
richest men in the world, Elon Musk, started tweeting and talking about it, hence
helping it gain more publicity. Doge, Shiba Inu and other new meme tokens have
gained a lot of traction and most of them have even recorded higher ROIs than
most DeFi blue chips. Meme tokens are currently the trend but what if we can have
a meme token with more use cases and not just one to create a pump and dump
like we mostly see in this space. What if we can have one meme token that can be
used to govern a Meme Token Index consisting of carefully selected meme tokens
to stand with big brother Doge and to bring about high economic productivity to
holders? That’s why we are launching C4G3, a new decentralized finance meme
token evolution. C4G3 is a decentralized ERC-20 token that will be used to govern
the C4G3 ecosystem starting with the flagship Meme Token Index (CMI). Imagine
having the opportunity to hold one meme token that represents and governs
the Meme Token Index protocol that consists of top meme tokens including the
governance token. This provides a huge opportunity for investors interested in the
meme ecosystem to utilize their resources to the maximum, be it time and money
needed in chasing independent returns of meme tokens. Mostly, a lot of time and
expertise are required in searching for the next Dogecoin or Shiba Inu, that’s why
C4G3 is being created to make investing in the meme ecosystem easier.

B A C K G RO UN D

Dogecoin was created in 2013 as a way to satirize the hype surrounding
cryptocurrencies and as a sarcastic meme. During the 2017 cryptocurrency
bubble, Dogecoin recorded one of the biggest gains during the run. This meme
coin has over the years gathered a strong community around it and in 2019, the
community voted Elon Musk as the CEO which he also accepted. In 2020, Elon
Musk began to talk more about Dogecoin and it wouldn’t end there, he went on
the SNL show to still talk about it. This kind of recognition resulted in other meme
coins getting launched, you can talk about the likes of Shiba Inu, FEG, Akita etc
which have all outperformed a lot of coins. The C4G3 team also believe that one
of the best marketing tools is using memes; few words speak a lot with memes.
We can build real solid products with a meme(s) at the core. The cryptocurrency
space is maturing and evolving with time. While most projects are doing their
part to help the space, we also believe we can create and increase economic
activities with the launch of CAGE MEME INDEX.

VISION

With the exponential growth we have witnessed in the world of meme tokens, it
has become quite difficult to keep track, hence most investors are missing out on
massive gains and the benefits that come with it. Our mission is to get one token to
represent all the top meme tokens with the vision of creating one token to govern
a digital asset index designed to track the performances of top meme tokens to
provide an even platform for growth and for all holders of these tokens to benefit
not only from price performance but also rewards that come with combining top
meme tokens under one umbrella. For one to be able to capture some of the
high gains that have been produced recently by most of the top meme tokens, a
lot of investment must be made; not only with money but also time and a bit of
technical know-how. CAGE intends to simplify these into it’s token mechanism by
using smart contracts to create a Meme Index Token that will index the top meme
coins and capture some of their independent gains for the C4G3 community and
holders.

PR O D U CT S

Cage Meme Index (CMI): This will be the first use case or product of the CAGE
ecosystem. C4G3 is the governance token that will be used to govern the CMI
protocol. The Meme Index(CMI) is a digital asset or token designed to track the
performance of five tokens; four top meme tokens and a stablecoin. Our Meme
token, C4G3, brings together top meme tokens into the CMI to generate a lot
of benefits for C4G3 holders by tracking performance of top meme tokens in
the Cryptocurrency and Decentralized finance ecosystem. CMI will track meme
token projects that have good long-term goals and show a commitment to ongoing
maintenance and development. C4G3 holders are owners of the protocol.
CAGE Meme Token Index Suite (CMI):
C4G3
DOGECOIN
SHIBA INU
DOGELON
USDC
Users can acquire CMI token by one of the following:
Purchasing directly on different available exchanges like Uniswap etc.
(By manually depositing the underlying assets to receive MMI token either by using
the single or multi-asset option.
The Meme Index is governed by C4G3 token. Basically, C4G3 token holders
will be able to create and vote on proposals in the community. C4G3 aims to be
the Meme token around which most memes revolve to generate high economic
productivity for the ecosystem.

M E T HO DO L O GY

TOKEN INCLUSION CRITERIA & METHODOLOGY
For the initial stages, CMI - the Meme Index Token will track 4 meme tokens and
a stablecoin that meet majority of the following criteria:
● Available on the Ethereum blockchain.
● Has a verified token supply.
● The token is a meme, having one or more use cases is advantageous.
● Has a vibrant and supportive community.
● Easily tradable and has reasonable and sufficient liquidity on Ethereum and
across various trading platforms.
● The token must not have a minting feature or other similar features that can
be disadvantageous to passive holders.
● The project must not be insolvent.
● The token must have been launched and trading in the last 120 days.
● Must have been listed on CMC and Coingecko.

G O VERN A N CE

CAG3 is a community owned project and after sometime the team will be
implementing a governance system to give complete control of whatever has
been built to the community. In the initial stages, the team will be in control of
key sectors of the project, especially development, till a time when the team will
relinquish control on the project into the hands of the community. The team will
keep doing deep research into the best governance process that can steer the
project forward and keep it in good hands. Many DeFi platforms like Uniswap,
Yearn, Compound among others have made decentralization a guiding priority
and we intend to follow in those footsteps. We want to see a future where CAG3
finally becomes a community-owned and run project with all proposals made
and decisions voted on or taken solely by the community. We believe this is
achievable and it’s one of our top priorities.

T OK EN O M I CS

C4G3 stands quite apart and goes against the grain of typical meme tokens.
It has a fixed supply and no transaction tax, C4G3 is not deflationary. The
transaction taxes on most recent coins have been outrageous and even though
C4G3 aspires to stand together with selected top meme tokens, the C4G3 token
by design doesn’t follow the current and common trend. C4G3 is the utility and
governance token for a Meme Index protocol that is an equally-weighted index
token of top and tradable meme tokens. C4G3 is at the core of the ecosystem.
The token plays an important role in the ecosystem and inarguably among top
meme tokens.
C4G3 TOKEN INFO

C4G3 TOKENOMICS

SALE INFO

Name: CAGE
Type: ERC-20
Ticker: C4G3
Decimal: 18
Total Supply: 100,000,000.

Seed: 40,000,000.

Seed: $60,000
Allocation: 40M
Price: $0.001

CMI TOKEN INFO

Public: 30,000,000
Liquidity: 12,000,000
Team & Development:
18,000,000.

Name: Cage Meme Token Index
Type: ERC-20
Ticker: CMI
Decimal: 18
Total Supply: #300,000
Index Pool Liquidity: TBD
Initial Exchange
Liquidity: 100,000

Public Sale: $90,000
Allocation: 30M
Price: $0.003
Total C4G3 Sale: 70M
Total Raise: $150,000
FUNDS ALLOCATIONS
C4G3 Initial Liquidity: $54,000
Developments: $24,000
C4G3 Initial Liquidity: $32,000
CMI Listing: $40,000
C4G3 Listing Price: $0.0045
CMI Listing Price: $1

INITIAL MC OF C4G3 (assuming all tokens will be in circulation) $450,000.

*All tokens will be released to presalers some hours after launch!

C ON CL USI O N

Over the past few months, the price performance of meme tokens have outshone
a lot of coins and most ordinary investors and newbies who were lucky to get
into these coins made more gains than most people who followed some blue
chips with use cases. There’s been a lot of success stories this year in which some
new investors with little to no knowledge in cryptocurrency investing made a lot
of gains just by jumping into some of these tokens. Most of them are created as
pumps and dumps and late investors find themselves stuck with worthless coins.
In a cryptocurrency world full of uncertainties, it is difficult to keep track of new
tokens in order to capitalize on their massive gains and this is where Cag3 comes
in with its MMI. MMI is an index of meme tokens that seeks to capitalize on the
massive upside potential of top meme tokens to bring higher economic rewards
to investors and holders. Meme tokens are not going away, they are here to stay
and we are here to stay with them.

ROADMAP

PHASE I: LAUNCH
●O
 fficial announcement of C4G3
launch.
●R
 elease of CAG3 Manual
(Whitepaper).
● Initial fund raise
● Website launch.
● C4G3 Contract Audit.
● C4G3 Contract deployment.
PHASE II: SALE
● Private Sale.
● Uniswap listing.
● Sale distribution.
● Marketing (This will be recurring).
● Coingecko & CMC Listing.
PHASE III: INDEX
● CMI Index dashboard.
● CMI Contract Deployment.
● CMI Contract Audit.
● CMI Index Pool Deployment.
● CMI Index Pool Contract Audit.
● CMI ILO on Uniswap.
● Coingecko & CMC listing.

PHASE IV: STAKING
● Launch of Staking Dashboard.
● Deployment of Staking Contract.
● Staking Contract Audit.
● L aunching of CAG3 MASTERS
(NFT).
PHASE V: GOVERNANCE
● Governance.
● Ecosystem Development.
● Website revamp.

FA Qs

What is C4GE?

C4G3 is the meme spelling for the word CAGE
which simply refers to confining things in an
enclosed area. In our own definition, C4G3 is
used to represent the combining of top assets to
generate high economic rewards.

What is C4G3 token?

C4G3 token is a decentralized ERC-20 utility
token that governs the C4G3 ecosystem and
plays a major role in the C4G3 Meme Index.

What is the maximum supply of
C4G3 token?
The maximum of C4G3 token is 1 trillion

What is C4G3 Meme Index (CMI)?
This is the name of the index pool that tracks the
performance of assets.

What is C4G3 Meme Index Token
(CMI)?
CMI is a ERC-20 token that represents the C4G3
Meme Index. CMI can be traded and also be
minted until the maximum cap is reached.

What is the maximum supply of
CMIT?

The maximum supply of CMI token designed by
the team is 500,000.

How many tokens does this
ecosystem have?

There are 2 different tokens. One is C4G3 token
which is the utility and governance token and the
other one is the C4G3 Index token which tracks
the performance of the asset in the pool. The
CMI will be backed by the tokens it tracks, that
is to say, CMI can only come into circulation by
being minted by one or multiple of the assets it
tracks. No new CMI can ever be minted after the
maximum cap is reached.

Why should I buy C4G3 and CMI?
C4G3 can be used to govern the platform,
participate in any future events and CMI gives
holders exposure to the index pool.

What are the current tokens that
make up the C4G3 Meme Index?
● C4G3 token
● DOGECOIN
● SHIBA INU
● DOGELON
● USDC
How do I buy C4G3 tokens?
You can purchase on Uniswap or other
exchanges.

How do I get CMI?

Before the maximum supply is reached, you can
get CMI in two ways:
1 - By minting with the single-asset pool or
multiple asset pool
2 - By
 buying on an exchange
After the maximum cap is reached, you can
only get it with option 2.

